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The National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals welcomes Wes Reeder to its exclusive roster of 

Florida mediators 

Emmanuel Sheppard & Condon is pleased to announce that H. Wesley “Wes” Reeder has been inducted 

into the National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals (NADN). The National Academy of Distinguished 

Neutrals is a professional association whose membership consists of ADR professionals distinguished by 

their hands-on experience in the field of civil and commercial conflict resolution. 

Membership is by invitation only and all Academy members have been thoroughly reviewed and found 

to meet stringent practice criteria. Members are among the most in-demand neutrals in their respective 

states, as selected by their peers and approved by local litigators. “We’re delighted to recognize H. 

Wesley Reeder to the Academy’s Florida Chapter in recognition of Excellence in his mediation practice,” 

commented Darren Lee, Executive Director of NADN. 

Board Certified by the Florida Bar Association in Construction Law, with extensive experience in 

construction and commercial litigation, Wes now focuses his practice on construction, commercial and 

real estate mediation and arbitration. 

As a Florida Supreme Court Certified Circuit Civil Mediator, he serves clients statewide with an emphasis 

on the Panhandle and North Florida, handling a variety of issues including construction defects, contract 

disputes and related litigation. He welcomes remote or in-person mediation and arbitration proceedings 

and offers online appointment scheduling. 

Prior to his law career, Wes served more than 24 years as a Naval Reserve Officer.  While on active duty 

in the U.S. Navy, Wes had the honor as serving as a crewman with the Naval Flight Demonstration 

Squadron (a.k.a. Blue Angels) 



Giving back to the community he serves if very important to Wes, as can be seen by his involvement in 

several local and regional associations including the Naval Reserve Officer Association, Greater 

Pensacola Chamber of Commerce, Gulf Breeze Rotary Club, Pensacola Heritage Foundation, Blue Angels 

Alumni Association, Pensacola Runners Association, Fiesta of Five Flags, and Pensacola Navy Days.  

  

About Emmanuel Sheppard & Condon: 

Experienced, effective, and evolving since 1913, Emmanuel Sheppard & Condon is a full-service law firm 

dedicated to protecting the interests of individuals and businesses. For more information, visit 

esclaw.com or call 850.433.6581. 
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